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With the advent and popularity of the social network, social graphs become essential to improve services and
information relevance to users for many social media applications to predict follower/followee relationship,
community membership, etc. However, the social graphs could be hidden by users due to privacy concerns, or
kept by social media. Recently, connections discovered from user shared images using machine generated
labels are proved to be more accessible alternatives to social graphs. But real-time discovery is difficult due
to high complexity, and many applications are not possible. This paper proposes an efficient computation
framework for connection discovery using user shared images, which is suitable for any image processing
and computer vision techniques for connection discovery on the fly. The framework includes the architecture
of online computation to facilitate real time processing, offline computation for a complete processing, and
online/offline communication. The proposed framework is implemented to demonstrate its effectiveness by
speeding up connection discovery through user-shared images. By studying 300K+ user shared images from
two popular social networks, it is proven that the proposed computation framework reduces 90% of runtime
with a comparable accurate with existing frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media becomes prevalent among people in our daily live nowadays. People can discover their
like-minded friends on Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, etc. These social media sites help users find their
potential relationships, such as online friendships, follower/followee relationship and community
memberships, based on their social graphs (SGs), a form of connection, and interactions with others
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Fig. 1. An example of user shared images and user connections.

[2, 16, 17, 29, 42]. With all these social information of users, tons of interesting and personalized
applications have been developed to make life convenient in real world [10, 31, 35, 39, 43]. Obviously,
all these applications can have a better understanding of users with more user participation under
this big data era with sufficient computing resources. However, SGs could be hidden by users due
to their privacy concern, or kept by social media, which make it hard for companies to taste the
benefits of social networks.
Without the access to SGs, it is still possible to discover another form of connections between
users. Intuitively, similar users may have similar user behaviors and interactions on the sites.
Thus using these interactions and other side information (e.g., location) can model the strength of
connections between users [14, 22, 41]. Some media applies a general tie strength model for their
own applications [13]. In [32], the authors learn the user interests from the shared content. In [46],
the authors use the mean of the feature vectors, along with other features such as comments to
calculate the similarity of users. However, the features applied in those works could be unavailable
to other social media, which limits the use of those approaches. Recently, annotating machine
generated labels using Bag-of-features Tagging (BoFT) on user shared images for connection
discovery is proven to be a more accessible alternative to social graph [5]. Machine generated labels
are assigned to those images, and the connections among users can be calculated based on the
similarity of the occurrence of different labels. Fig. 1 shows some examples of user shared images
and user connections, where user A, B and C share a lot of car images while user D shares a lot
of flower images and few car images. Inferring from their shared images, it is more likely that
user A, B and C have relatively stronger connections. With connections between users available,
relationships between users can be predicted and many applications such as follower/followee
recommendation and gender identification are possible using the discovered connections [6].
The generation of machine generated labels is not limited by bag-of-features, but also many other
techniques such as GIST and color-based techniques that convert images to a feature vector[7].
The images are then assigned with a machine generated label by clustering all the user shared
images and assigning each image a cluster label. There are two major challenges in order to build
a practical system with this method for connection discovery. The first is scalability problem.
The amounts of users in social network sites are millions or more. Shared images by those users
are enormous, billions or more. In order to assign machine generated labels to shared images,
clustering has to be conducted over all images. The process could be extremely slow even with
cloud-assisted computing. Without efficient computation and delicate design, it is impractical to
build an online connection discovery system with the BoFT technique. The second problem is
that shared images are continuously generated. For example, in March 2013, Flickr had a total
of 87 million registered members and more than 3.5 million new images uploaded daily. With
more and more newly generated images, the concepts of image clusters might also drift. One way
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to incorporate the newly generated images is to rebuild the model with all images. Rebuilding
(re-clustering), however, is typically an expensive task and should not be done too frequently. How
to incorporate the fast generated images for connection discovery while making the computation
feasible for real time requirement is a big challenge.
In order to resolve above challenges, this paper presents a fast and scalable connection discovery
framework using machine generated labels, and demonstrates the efficiency of the framework
for follower/followee recommendation using BoFT. With the purpose of instant response, the
framework manages the parts with intensive computation in offline and discovers connections
by combining the results of the offline process and streaming image input. In online connection
discovery, the framework can efficiently assign suitable labels for the images posted by user i. Then
the similarity between other users and user i will be recomputed based on the labels they have as
an instantly updated result. With the connections between users available, many applications such
as gender prediction, collaborative recommendation, user-targeted advertising and user search
can generate instant results to users. According to [6], it has been proved that 2 users with a
high similarity are more likely to be follower/followee than 2 users with a low similarity[6]. Thus
through evaluating the performance in the application of follower/followee recommendation, the
validity of discovered connections can be demonstrated. The most similar J users are selected for
user i as the recommended follower/followee relationships. In summary, this paper makes the
following contributions:
• Proposed a novel computation framework for connection discovery using user shared images
with an online/offline architecture that achieves instant response, in which the framework
can be applied to any computer vision/image processing techniques;
• Implemented the proposed framework and demonstrates its effectiveness by scaling and
speeding up connection discovery through user-shared images with cloud;
• Devised an efficient online algorithm to incrementally update the parameters of the analytics
with streaming input of user shared images for connection discovery; and
• Conducted several experiments with 300K+ user shared images from two popular social
networks to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, and proved that the
proposed computation framework significantly improves the computation speed, reducing
90% of runtime with comparable precision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work in research on
some efficient or even real-time systems in social networks. Section III introduces how connections
can be discovered using user shared images, and indicates the limitations of it. Section IV describes
proposed computation framework for connection discovery and how such a general framework is
designed and implemented. Section V reports the evaluation results of the comparative analysis
with other frameworks on two social network datasets, using BoFT. Section VI discusses a parameter
setting in experiments, a comparison of a related work and future works. This section further
raises some problems of current framework and other alternatives that can probably improve the
framework. Section VII concludes the paper.
2 RELATED WORKS
Recommendations, such as items [24], rating [45] and multimedia content [26, 33] have long been
researched with the use of social graphs. However, due to user privacy concern, or policy of social
media, the social graphs are only available for exclusive parties. Even the social graph is publicly
accessible, social connectivity of its users is very low that is not usable for many applications
[26]. Recently, the use of visual appearance has been proven to be promising as an alternative for
recommendation [5, 40, 44, 46]. However, the high computation load of analyzing images reduces
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the usefulness of the analytics.
Substantial research efforts have focused on real-time processing framework in social networks.
Since complex computations are targeted on a large amount of data in real time, the right types of
infrastructures are needed to be explored. Thus a real-time system with the desired expressiveness
and scalability is needed. [12] developed a social information discovery system for social network
analysis in a very quick response time by accelerating the extraction, transformation and loading
(ETL) process. [38] proposed a real-time website security protection mechanism based on the
concept of proxy to prevent an attack from some suspicious web pages. [37] proposed a highlyautomated framework for real-time tag recommendation. The framework is divided into two parts:
offline computation and online recommendation. A mixture model for document classification
is built based on the distribution of documents and words during the offline stage. In the online
recommendation stage, a document is classified according to predefined clusters acquired in the
offline stage. Online/offline framework is also applicable to other applications, such as location
recommendation [20]. On the other hand, [34] proposed a scalable and real-time method for tag
recommendation. This method created a tag-LDA model and implemented a distributed training
tool for the model using Hadoop MapReduce framework such that the recommendation can be done
in real-time by only using model parameters. However, their method cannot handle continuously
generated data from the web in that the model does not update periodically.
In terms of online friendship and follower/follower relationship recommendation, there are
also plenty of research groups have contributed a lot to achieve those recommendations in a
very fast way. [42] designed a general connection recommendation framework to recommend
potential online friendship and follower/follower relationship in real online social network. The
recommendation is achieved in real time by monitoring users’ new adding connection to know
when to recompute the recommendations. [30] considered the real-time physical location proximity
and historical check-in behavior similarity in the location-based mobile social network to facilitate
users to make suitable friends from the surrounding people in a real time. Both of the work
help users to find their potential friends in real-time. Those works are significant but there is
no technique to speed up their algorithms for a large scale data. Understanding the community
structure and dynamics of social networks is vital for the design of related applications and devising
business strategies. [25] empirically analyzed a scalable, efficient and accurate community detection
algorithm and observed how it can be potentially applied online in large-scale and real-time
social networks. Google designed a scalable online collaborative filtering algorithm to build online
personalized recommendation engine on a large web property like Google News [11]. Their real time
recommendation system consists of three components: an offline component that is responsible for
periodically clustering users; a set of online servers; and data tables for mapping user ids and news
ids. In the system architectures of Netflix [3], there are also three main computational component:
online computation, offline computation, and nearline computation. Online computation can
respond to requests in real-time while offline computation trains a model in a batch manner with
relaxed timing requirement. Unlike the data tables in Google news recommendation system [11],
nearline computation is an intermediate compromise between online and offline mode in which it
can do online-like computations, but do not require them to be served in real-time.
This paper designed a framework for Bag-of-Features Tagging approach by combining online
and offline computations so as to make a faster connection discovery compared to the original
framework using the most accessible data on social media, i.e. user shared images. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that explicitly proposes an efficient computation framework
applied on Bag-of-Features Tagging approach for connection discovery in social networks.
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Fig. 2. An overview of connection discovery [5]

3 CONNECTION DISCOVERY USING MACHINE GENERATED LABELS
This section introduces how to generate machine generated labels to user shared images, as well as
how to recommend follower/followee based on those discovered connections. Although different
computer vision approaches are proven to be able to generate machine generated labels, this
paper applies BoFT to demonstrate the proposed framework. The section first introduces how
machine generated labels can be assigned to images, followed by connection discovery with machine
generated labels and the limitations of it.
3.1 Assigning Machine Generated Labels
The first step of machine generated labels is image encoding, where images are encoded as feature
vectors. One of the possible ways is using a Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)-based approach
[28]. The generation of machine generated labels is not limited by SIFT, other techniques such
as GIST and color-based techniques can also encode images into feature vector[7]. In computer
vision/image processing tasks such as object recognition, classification is based on the feature
vector. But in connection discovery, the goal is to assign a machine generated label to an image,
which is not necessary to be the objects on the image. The labels are assigned clustering, which
groups images with similar feature vectors. Each cluster obtained in this operation corresponds to
similar objects to which a machine-generated label is assigned. After obtaining the cluster in step 4
of Fig. 2, the images in any clusters are assigned with the same machine generated label to reflect
that they are visually similar and belong to the same group. It is an unsupervised operation and no
assumption is made or information on the image is known.
3.2 Connection Discovery with Machine Generated Labels
The label distribution, which reflects the visual features of user shared images, is the key in the
content recommendation. In connection discovery, it is assumed that no user input is needed and
the label distribution is the occurrence of each label as in step 5 of Fig. 2. For example, the label
distribution of user i is represented by a vector Li .
Li = (li,1 , ...li,k , ...li, K )

(1)
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Each element li,k in Li is the number occurrence of label k in the shared images of user i. When
the distribution is obtained, the next step is to calculate the similarity between users based on their
distributions. The similarity between two users is calculated by the cosine similarity:
Li · L j
Si, j = S (Li , L j ) =
(2)
||Li || · ||L j ||
where Li and L j are the distributions of user i and j, respectively. Two users who share similar
images have a higher Si, j ., and are more likely to be follower/followee[6]. Finally, a similarity graph
based on label distributions is generated as in Fig. 2 and the most similar J users will be chosen for
each user i as the recommendation.
3.3

Limitations

As shown in step 4 of Fig. 2, connection discovery requires many computational and storage
resources because all the data need to be stored in memory and many iterations are involved in the
clustering process. When the dataset is very large, such as billions of images, the whole process will
last several hours, or longer, even without the step of preprocessing the images. Besides the number
of images, similarity calculation is also computationally intensive when there are millions of users
in social networks. A stand-alone machine definitely cannot efficiently process billions of images
and millions of users in real-world social networks. The computational parts should have a relaxed
time requirement so that the framework can be accelerated. Therefore, a more efficient computation
framework is proposed in this paper to help to solve the above problems for the approach.
4 PROPOSED COMPUTATION FRAMEWORK FOR CONNECTION DISCOVERY
This section describes how assigning machine generated labels shown in Fig. 2 can be improved
into a much more efficient fashion. Fig. 3 shows the proposed framework on cloud. The proposed
framework is not only available for connection discovery, but also for other applications like item
recommendation, user-target advertising, etc (Fig. 3(a)). There are two main computations in the
framework to facilitate efficient processing: an online computation that is required to respond to
users instantly and an offline computation that is responsible for periodically update the information
that does not require strict timing requirement. How online and offline communication is very
essential to connection discovery and this section will elaborate the detail inside.
4.1

Online Computation

In the implementation, the online computation contains one online servers to process users’ requests
while it is also flexible to have many online server to support many user requests. The online
computation comprises of four main parts: assigning machine generated labels for the incoming
images, updating the label distributions of each user, recalculating the similarity and sorting the
list of discovered connections based on the similarity. To further elaborate why such a framework
(Fig. 3) is designed in this paper, two types of requests from users are defined here:
(1) user logins and automatically receives recommendations from the discovered connections.
(2) user shares several images and the connections are discovered within an instant time interval.
In terms of the first type, only a sorted list of discovered connections for the user who raised
the request needs to maintain in offline to present the discovered connections. The sorted lists for
all users would be updated periodically in offline with the incoming images in online as shown in
step 5 in Fig. 3. In other words, the offline computation will synchronize the sorted list for each
user with the one in online whenever there is an updated list appears. The framework can simply
extract the discovered connections from the list and send back to users as the response. For the
latter case, the images shared by users first go through the feature extraction process (step 1 and
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Fig. 3. The proposed computation framework of connection discovery with user shared images. (a): The
online computation which contains 5 steps to efficiently discover connections with instant input. (b): The
offline computation periodically runs the clustering, generates the sorted lists for online

2 of Fig. 2) such that visual words can be obtained to represent the images. A visual word of an
image is a numeric vector, which means each image is denoted by a numeric vector before sending
to the proposed framework. When the feature vector of an image is sent to the framework, the
online computation will go through the four main parts to discover the connections for the users
who posted the image.
4.1.1 Machine Generated Label Assignment. The first part is to assign a machine generated label
to the incoming image. In order to incorporate the newly generated images into consideration
for connection discovery, the user profiles and similarities have to be updated by re-estimating
the parameters. Re-building the model whenever new data comes in, however, is computationally
inefficient and is not an option for the system to be practical. Thus, an incrementally update method
is proposed here. Since each image in offline already has a corresponding label by clustering, the
new assignment can be made efficiently based on those labels. Thus this is a general classification
problem for the new image, many classification algorithms [9, 23, 27] can be fitted into this part to
classify the image. This paper divides this part into two sub-elements as step 1 and 2 in Fig. 3(a).
The first part quickly locates some images which are similar to the incoming one and the second
one will assign a machine generated label to the new image based on these the labels of these
similar images.
(1) Search Similar Images: When an image vector is input to the framework, this element searches
visually similar images to the input. The simplest and most naive solution to this problem is a linear
search, which is to calculate the distance from the query image vector to every other image vectors
with a label, keeping track of the near neighbors within a distance threshold. However, linear
search has a running time of O(KN ) where N is the number of images and K is the dimension of
image vector. This paper applies the classical method, Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). LSH is
more efficient to locate similar images with high dimension as shown in step 1 of Fig. 3(a). The LSH
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technique was introduced by Indyk and Motwani [18] to efficiently solve the near-neighbor search
problem and many applications have used it for neighbor searching [4, 8, 15]. Given a query point,
LSH can help find the points in a large dataset that are close to the query point. LSH guarantees
a high probability that the neighbor is nearest for any query point. The key idea is to hash the
data points using several hash functions so as to ensure that, for each function, the probability
of collision is much higher for objects which are close to each other than for those which are far
apart. Then, one can determine near neighbors by hashing the query point and retrieving elements
stored in buckets containing that point.
LSH exhibits the locality-aware property which supports similarity aggregation. The images
with similar features can be hashed into the same buckets
iwith a higher probability. The hash
h
function is defined by a random projection, h x~,b (~
v ) = x~ ·~vw+b . x~ is a vector with components that
are selected at random from a Gaussian distribution. The number of hash functions Nh and the
number of buckets Nb are the parameters while constructing the LSH. Within each set of Nh dot
products, success is achieved if the query and the nearest neighbor are in the same bin in all Nh
dot products. To reduce the impact of an "unlucky" quantization in any one projection, there are
Nb independent projections and the neighbors are pooled from all of these projections. This is
motivated by the fact that a true near neighbor will be unlikely to be unlucky in all the projections.
By increasing Nb we can find the true nearest neighbor with arbitrarily high probability. Therefore
with LSH, the framework can identify several images which are similar to the input.
(2) Best Label Selection: Selecting the best label for the incoming image among all the neighbors,
the simplest one is to assign the label of the closest image in terms of distance. However, this will
inaccurate if the point distribution is a skewed distribution. This can be solved by giving weights
to images or labels so that the label of the incoming image will be a function of the neighbors
and the correlate weights. This framework applies the majority voting method as shown in step
2 of Fig. 3(a). The percentage among all neighbors that are acquired in LSH is defined as β. For
instance, β = 50% means that the nearest 50% neighbors are selected from all neighbors acquired
in LSH. A detailed discussion can be found in Section 6. A voting process is applied to assign the
most occurred label in the neighbor est of images as the label of the incoming image. Suppose the
neighbor set generated from LSH and selected using β is N, which means there are kNk1 neighbors
in the voting process. The occurrences of each label i in N is li , so the following equation is used to
select the best label among the neighbor set:
label = arg max li

where i ∈ N.

(3)

i

Through this process, the machine generated label is obtained and then the framework will go
through to update the similarity. As described above, not only majority voting can be applied
to select a machine generated label, many other more accurate approaches can be used. Other
approaches can also work applicable to the proposed framework.
4.1.2 Profile Regeneration and Similarity Update. As described in Section 3.2, the distribution
of user i is defined by a vector Li . When user i posts a new image, the image will be assigned a
machine generated label and the distribution of user i needs to be updated. This step is referred to
the step 3 in Fig. 3(a).
Users who have the corresponding images will acquire the corresponding machine generated
labels as shown in Fig. 4. Thus the corresponding user vector Li will be updated by adding a number
of labels and normalization in the following way:
Li = Li′ + ∆Li ,
ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2017.
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Fig. 4. Profile update with an incoming label

where ∆Li is the incremental label vector, indicating the newly added labels. When the user vector
is obtained, similarities between Li and all other user vectors need to be updated as well. If the
similarity is purely recalculating without considering previous information then the complexity
will still maintain O(N (u ) K ), where N (u ) is the number of users and K is the dimension of the user
profile, the distribution of labels. For example, user i, who has a user profile, Li′ , has posted an
′ + 1.
image and the assignment is label k. So the number of label k of user i has, li,k , is li,k = li,k
By storing the L2-norm of each distribution and previous similarity, the updated cosine similarity,
S (Li , L j ), can be re-calculated as follows:
Li · L j
kLi kkL j k
′ + 1)l
li,1l j,1 + · · · + (li,k
j,k + · · · + l i,d l j, K
= q
2 + · · · + (l
2
2
li,1
i,k + 1) + · · · + l i,K kL j k

S (Li , L j ) =

′ l
li,1l j,1 + · · · + li,k
j,k + · · · + l i, K l j,K + l j,k
=q
2 + · · · + l 2 + · · · + l 2 + 2l
li,1
i,k + 1kL j k
i, K
i,k

=q
=
where

(5)

Li′ · L j + l j,k
kli′ k 2 + 2li,k + 1kL j k
′

Li′

L∗i 2

L j S (Li , L j ) + l j,k
L∗i
=

Li′ 2

Lj
+ 2li,k + 1

In Eq. 5, the computation can be done in a constant time by directly using the norm of label
distribution and previous cosine similarity. li, K and l j,K are the number of occurrence of label k for
user i and j, respectively. Then the complexity of calculating the updated similarity with all other
users reduces to only O(N (u ) ) and no need care about how many dimensions the distribution has.
4.1.3 Efficient Connection Discovery. To discover connections for the user who has just posted
the images, the framework will then generate the most similar J users from all N (u ) users based on
their similarities. Heap search whose complexity is only O (N (u ) loдJ ) is used to efficiently generate
top-J connections. This, however, can be significantly improved in a more efficient way by having
some elegant pruning for connection discovery. Because the offline has already generated the
sorted lists, users that are impossible to be in top-J after updating the similarities can be located
and excluded in the calculation. The framework first calculates the similarity between the user who
triggered the request and the J users who are listed as top-J connections only. The pruning process
happens while calculating the similarity. For example, in Fig. 5 example, M = 3 and the list is for
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Fig. 5. Pruning in connection discovery for user A with M = 3 discovered connections. (LC and L D are not
necessary for sorting)

user A with profile L A . While calculating the similarity between L A and other users, the framework
starts calculating from the previously sorted list and maintains a minimum similarity value, 0.2 in
this example, during calculating the first M similarities. Continuing to calculate others, L D in this
example, the framework will compare the updated similarity with the minimum value obtained. If
that similarity is even smaller than the minimum value, then it’s no need to sort the corresponding
user L D because its ranking must be over M. As all similarities are recomputed and the top M users
are regenerated in offline computation, the same list of users would not be recommended forever.
To formulate the pruning process, Ci is used to denote the current top M discovered connections
′
for user Li while Ci represents the previous one. If the following inequality is satisfied for user Lp ,
it is not necessary to do the heap search for Lp :
′

′

S (Li , Lp ) < min S (Li , Lq ) ∀ q ∈ Ci , p < Ci
q

(6)

The time complexity of the pruning strategy is O (N (u ) ). Through this pruning process, the efficiency
of heap search to generate Ci will obviously be improved because the number of users needed in
heap search decreases and the time complexity for heap search is about O (MloдJ ). It will be very
helpful for real-world applications. In summary, the procedure of an efficient connection discovery
framework for online can be described in Algorithm 1.
ALGORITHM 1: Online Connection Discovery
Input: The image feature vector x~ shared by user i
Output: Recommendations C~i for user i
∆Li ← ~0 ;
label(~
x ) ← voting(LSH(~
x) ;
∆Li ← ∆Li +label(~
x) ;
′
Li ← Li + ∆Li ;
for L j ∈ N (u ) do
′
S (Li , L j ) ← updateSim(S (Li , L j )) ;
end
C~i = topJConnections(L j ) ;
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Offline Computation

As shown in Fig. 3(b), computationally intensive tasks are performed periodically in the offline cloud
platform, Spark1 is used in this paper. As offline computation can have a relaxed time requirement
in the whole framework, the LSH is constructed in offline and used by online connection discovery.
Moreover, the offline computation will perform the clustering on the cloud platform so that the
online computation can utilize the clustering result immediately. Besides the computationally
intensive parts, offline computation will also update the similarity and the sorted list time by time
such that a sorted list is always available even there is no image input. This section will present the
detail of the offline implementation on Spark.
4.2.1 Clustering on Cloud Platform. This section presents a distributed framework of the clustering algorithm, k-means, on Spark cluster. The Spark cluster contains one master node to coordinate
the jobs and several slave nodes to execute the jobs submitted from the client. Each slave node
can have multiple workers to run part of the job. The input is a large file that contains lots of
image vectors generated from feature extraction which refers to step 1 of Fig. 2. Each numeric
vector represents an image. Originally the large file is split and stored in the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) and then Spark will read it as a distributed object in a cluster. The k centroids
are randomly generated from all the image vectors and it becomes a variable saved in memory.
In Spark, this variable is broadcasted to all the slave nodes so that each slave can help calculated
the distance between centroids and all the points. The first process is a map transformation in
Spark as shown in step 1 in Fig. 3(b). This map transformation in each worker is to calculate the
Euclidean distance between each vector and all the centroids, and assign the vector to the cluster
whose centroid has the minimum distance with the vector. Once the assignment for all vectors are
done, the reduce step as in step 2 of Fig. 3(b) can be performed to calculate the new centroid for
each cluster by combining the points within the same cluster. As Spark allows developers to store
the results in memory, it is very useful for iterative algorithms like k-means in this paper. Thus
the clustering will iterate until the centroids converge. Once the clustering result is obtained, the
offline computation will send the result to online and continue distribution calculation as shown in
step 3 of Fig. 3(b).
4.2.2 Generating the Sorted Lists. As described above, the offline processing will be periodically
updated. Besides clustering in offline, similarity calculation and the sorted list (step 4 and 5 of Fig.
3(b)) for each user will also be updated once the clustering is done, such that the whole offline
processing is updated periodically. Once the clustering is done, the machine generated labels
will be assigned to the users who have the corresponding images. With these machine generated
labels, the framework can easily construct the user distributions in a vector format by counting the
occurrences of each label.
From Section 3.2, the similarity between two users Li and L j is updated periodically based the
cosine similarity in eq. 2. The sorted list for each user L can then be generated descending sorting
according to the similarity between L and all other users. In this way, the framework can drag the
discovered connections out at any time and no need to wait images come in.
4.3 Communications between Online and Offline
This section describes how the online and offline computations are connected and how they facilitate
an efficient connection discovery. As shown in Fig. 3, communications between online and offline
happen in two places, when the image features are received and when the clustering results are
generated. A synchronization process from offline to online will also occur when the sorted lists in
1 Spark:

https://spark.apache.org/.
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offline are updated. When the image feature vectors are obtained, the framework distributes the
features to offline and the offline computation will save them to buffer for processing. Once the
buffer is full or the preset time is up, the offline computation will combine all the old images and
the new images together to process from step 1 to step 5 of Fig. 3(b).
While the offline computation is generating the sorted lists for all users, the clustering results
will be sent to the online (step 3 of Fig. 3(b)) for voting once step 2 of Fig. 3(b) is done and the
offline computation will still continue distribution calculation without pausing. Once the online
computation has received the clustering results, it stores the results into memory in the online
server and replaces the previous clustering results. The clustering results or in other words the
labeling results of images are used in voting the label for the incoming images (step 2 of Fig.
3(a)). Because each image has its corresponding label in offline, the LSH select the neighbors for
voting and the neighbors also have the corresponding labels from the clustering results. Once the
offline computation is done, the sorted lists will also synchronize for all users in online so that the
framework is also available for the first kind of request describe in Section 4.1.
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
With the discovered connections, relationships between users can be predicted and many applications such as gender prediction, collaborative recommendation, user-targeted advertising and
user search can be applied on. In this section, the discovered connections are evaluated with the
application of follower/followee recommendation on social networks. This section first presents
the setup for the experiments and then introduces the two social network datasets used in the
experiments. Some methods are implemented as the baseline to compare the performance of the
proposed framework by four metrics defined in this section. Finally, the evaluation results are
presented to shows the efficiency of the proposed framework.
5.1

Experimental Setup

There are two datasets with a large amount of user-shared images collected from Skyrock and
Twitter involved in the experiments. Skyrock and Twitter are general social networks which allow users to post text and images, and even other emerging forms such as videos. The Skyrock
dataset comprises 176,547 images uploaded by 722 unique users, where all the users are randomly
selected from a single query page of an image keyword search and their corresponding images and
follower/followee relationships are scraped. There are 2,439,058 follower/followee relationships in
total, including 7348 existing follower/followee relationships within these 722 users. The second
dataset, Twitter, consists of 150,696 images uploaded by 462 unique users, scraped with the same
method as Skyrock dataset. The total follower/followee relationships involved are 14,487,045, including 1364 existing follower/followee relationships within these 462 users. The statistic distribution
in terms of the number of friends and the number of shared images for both datasets are shown
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. All users from Skyrock and Twitter are selected randomly using the official
API, in which the network densities are only 1.41% and 0.65% on Skyrock and Twitter, respectively.
The datasets with 300K+ images from two social networks are large enough to show such behavior
for evaluation of connections discovered and its application in follower/followee recommendation.
Other possible results such as gender identification using similar dataset such as Flickr are shown
in [6]. The results can be well extended when the analytics are applied in real-world platforms
where billions of users are involved.
The experiments are performed in the Spark cluster, which consists of 9 VMs, one as the master
node and another 8 VMs as slave nodes. Each node has two virtual CPU running at 2.4GHz, with a
8 GB RAM, a 20GB hard disk and a Gigabit network interface card. The cluster was built on top of
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Fig. 6. Statistic distribution of Skyrock dataset. (a): number of friends. (b): the number of shared images

Fig. 7. Statistic distribution of Twitter dataset. (a): number of friends. (b): the number of shared images

Hadoop and the dataset is stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). In order to evaluate
the framework, there are some existing frameworks that for comparisons:
• Stand-alone BoFT (SABoFT): The original BoFT connection discovery framework shown in
Fig. 2 is implemented on a stand-alone machine to be compared with the proposed framework.
SABoFT runs the complete process on a single machine and did not distribute any parts of
computations in BoFT.
• Cloud-Assisted BoFT (CABoFT): The cloud-assisted BoFT framework, proposed by [21],
is also implemented for comparisons. The Cloud-assisted BoFT framework distributed the
clustering process via Hadoop MapReduce. It further improved the scalability by distributing
the distributions calculation and similarity calculation by parallel computing for connection
discovery.
In SABoFT, when more images are uploaded, the runtime increases linearly as there are more
images to cluster completely with limited computing resources such as CPU. In CABoFT, Although
plenty of computing resources are available, the runtime is limited by the communication and
those operations that can not be computed in parallel. These limitations increase the runtime.
The proposed BoFT computation framework handles the computational parts (i.e. clustering, label
distribution calculation, similarity calculation and top-M connection discovery) periodically in
offline, which can make the framework persist the static information that can be sent back to
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Fig. 8. Processing Time on two social networks. (a): Processing Time on Skyrock. (b): Processing Time on
Twitter

users. When users trigger a request by posting images, the framework then quickly respond to a
user through the online connection discovery. As shown in Fig. 3, the offline computation uses
hash functions to achieve random projections, so there are some parameter settings in LSH before
running the experiments. The implementation is using the following settings of parameters:
• Nh : the number of hash functions in LSH. Within each set of Nh dot products, the projection
achieves success if the query and the nearest neighbors are in the same bin in all Nh dot
products. Nh is empirically set to 10 [36] in this experiment.
• Nb : the number of buckets. By increasing the number of random projections, LSH can find the
true nearest neighbor with arbitrarily high probability. Nt is set to 100 [36] in this experiment.
• β: the percentage number of all neighbors that to be chosen in majority voting (i.e. the
number of neighbors that is selected from LSH). Here it is set to 50% and the experiment will
measure the influence on the precision in discussions. Again, the neighbors selected are the
top 50% nearest neighbors from all neighbors extracted in LSH.
5.2

Evaluation Metrics and Results

The experiments in this paper use three metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework. The first one is the processing time, tp , which is measured from the time an image
vector is received to the time that recommendation is made as shown in Fig. 3. The second one
is the precision for evaluating how accurate the recommendation are. Precision is defined as the
number of truly predicted connections (Tp ) divided by the total number of predicted connections
(Tp + Fp ):
Tp
Precision =
,
(7)
Tp + Fp
where Fp is the number of false predicted connections. There is another variable which is the
number of neighbors in LSH in the proposed online connection discovery, as shown in Fig. 3.
LSH will help pick all the similar neighbors for the voting process. But whether a large number
of neighbors or a small number of neighbors would affect the performance. The last metric is to
t
measure the processing time per image tpi = np . As this paper claims that the framework towards
an efficient connection discovery, the framework is expected to have a fast and stable processing
time for each image input.
5.2.1 Processing Time. To process the Skyrock dataset, the proposed framework, SABoFT and
CABoFT first trained initial 76,547 images in offline and then test the framework with 100,000
images. For Twitter, the framework also trained initial 50,696 images in offline first.On top of the
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Fig. 9. Processing time per image on two social networks. (a): Processing time per image on Skyrock. (b):
Processing time per image on Twitter
Table 1. Comparison of Processing Time on Skyrock

Time(s)
SABoFT
CABoFT
Proposed

Label Generation Profile Update
102.534
0.258
80.402
0.324
9.440
0.011

Similarity Update
3.880
3.763
5.405

initial 76,547 and 50,696 images, the experiment examined the time as a function of the number
of testing images from 10,000 to 100,000 with the increase of 10,000. Fig. 8 shows the processing
time of online computation of BoFT in all the three frameworks introduced above. Fig. 8(a) and Fig.
8(b) show the processing time on Skyrock and Twitter dataset, respectively. It is observed that the
proposed framework outperforms the stand-alone and cloud-assisted BoFT with increasing volume
of images for both Skyrock and Twitter due to the low complexity of the online computation.
The processing time of all the three frameworks increases with more images. The processing
time of SABoFT increases exponentially with more images in both social networks because of
the low scalability of the stand-alone platform. In terms of the CABoFT, the processing time is
originally very large since the volume of data is small and then the overhead in the cloud will
dominate most of the time. However, as shown in Fig. 8 in Skyrock dataset, the time increased
slowly when there are large amount of data and outperformed SABoFT after the number of images
is over 70,000. The proposed framework reduces 90.0% and 88.37% as much time as SABoFT and
CABoFT on average in terms of the processing time on all images, respectively. In Table 1 and 2,
the comparison of the processing time of individual computation units for the three approaches
are made. The major computation units include label generation, profile update and similarity
update. The experiments are conducted for testing images of 100,000. As it can be seen that, for both
Skyrock and Twitter datasets, the largest benefit of the proposed framework is in label generation.
The proposed framework generates labels for incoming images through LSH and voting scheme
without the necessity of clustering from scratch, which reduces a significant amount of computation
time compared to SABoFT and CABoFT. For the profile update, the proposed framework also speed
up a lot due to incrementally update. Although it might seem that the similarity update costs more
time for the proposed framework, it’s actually because the similarity update is performed in a
streaming manner where the recommendation can be made directly after an incoming image is
processed. Whereas for SABoFT and CABoFT, the recommendation is made after all 100,000 images
are processed. Therefore, the similarity update actually speeds up for the proposed framework.
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Table 2. Comparison of Processing Time on Twitter

Time(s)
SABoFT
CABoFT
Proposed

Label Generation Profile Update
50.176
0.393
80.56
0.337
9.069
0.009

Similarity Update
2.141
1.918
3.909

Fig. 10. Precision on two social networks. (a): Precision on Skyrock. (b): Precision on Twitter

5.2.2 Processing Time Per Image. As described in the beginning, tpi is the processing time divided
by the number of images. Fig. 9 shows the average processing time per image of three frameworks.
The average processing time measures the time from when an image feature vector enters into the
framework to when connections are found. The following description in this section will simply
use the average processing time to denote processing time per image. On both social networks, the
average processing time of SABoFT is shorter than the one of CABoFT in the beginning because the
overhead in cloud dominates most of the time in CABoFT. With more data comes in, the average
processing time drops down quickly and becomes more stable because processing data comes to the
major part who consumes the time and it costs not too much time to process an image. With the
high scalability of the cloud, the average processing time becomes stable. As shown in Fig. 9, the
average processing time of CABoFT is shorter than SABoFT after the number of images surpasses
70,000, which also indicates the higher scalability of CABoFT than SABoFT. Because the waiting
time for each image is increasing with more data in a stand-alone platform, the average processing
time per image will also increase. Although the average processing time of CABoFT always higher
than SABoFT in the Twitter dataset as shown in Fig. 9, the trend is still obvious that the time of
CABoFT drops and becomes stable and the time of SABoFT increases with more and more data.
Because of the low scalability of SABoFT, the average processing time should finally longer than
the time of CABoFT.
With more and more streaming input, the time to process each image is almost equal as shown
in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b). The average processing time per image of the proposed framework is
always shorter than SABoFT and CABoFT, and those two methods have unstable performance
when the number of images is different. For time-sensitive applications, it is very important to
rapidly learn factors for new items (e.g. event updates, tweets, images) so that the applications
can have a satisfied user experience and attract more users to join [1, 19]. With the stable and low
processing time per image, the framework can easily scale and handle a large amount of data in an
efficient fashion.
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5.2.3 Precision. This experiment evaluates the precision of recommended relationships compared with ground truth on both Skyrock and Twitter dataset. Same as the previous experiments,
the proposed framework first trained 76,547 and 50,696 images in advance and then test the remaining 100,000 images for comparisons by increasing the images by 10000. If the number of inserted
images now is 30,000, then SABoFT and CABoFT will cluster these 30,000 images in addition to
the initial 76,547 and 50,696 images, with the total of 106,547 and 80,696 images, and recommend
relationships for the newly 10,000 images which is just posted by users, as in Fig. 10. Thus the size
of test data at each time is 10,000 images posted by users. The experiments imitate the real-world
applications, in which the offline computation of the proposed framework will update periodically.
Basically, there is not much difference in the performance between SABoFT and CABoFT because
they both applied the same clustering technique, k-means. The only differences are CABoFT make
it scalable on cloud and the initial and random centers picked in the k-means algorithm. So they
have very similar performance and the precision increases as more and more data came in to make
the clustering more reliable. With the increasing number of posted images, the advantages of the
proposed framework show up. It achieves 96.8% and 91.2% of the precision in Skyrock and Twitter,
respectively. The proposed framework can have a comparable precision with stand-alone and
cloud-assisted BoFT frameworks while it can have a much faster speed than them, while achieving
a similar precision. The performance achieved in the two datasets can be extended when applying
to real-world platforms.
It is proven that the proposed framework can achieve a comparable precision with the original
BoFT while saving much more time than the stand-alone and cloud-assisted mode of BoFT. The
online connection discovery can be done much faster since it is not necessary to wait for the
clustering result, which can be updated in offline. Furthermore, the efficiency of processing time
would not be influenced by whatever clustering the framework used because the online computation only utilizes the result of the offline clustering. Thus the offline clustering can be improved
without considering whether the processing time will be affected or not. By using this architecture,
developers can separately improve the precision on online and offline computations, which makes
it more independent.
6 DISCUSSIONS
This section discusses the influence of the number of neighbors on the proposed framework and
the trade-off value between the precision and the processing time, and then raises some directions
that worth for future works.
6.1

Influence of the number of neighbors

As described in Section 4.1.1, LSH will help find out all the points which are near to the input.
Because of the concern on the efficiency, the framework will select β nearest neighbors to avoid
the fluctuation in the processing time. However, vary numbers of neighbors generated from LSH
can have different impact on the framework. This experiment measures the influence of different
percentages of neighbors extracted from LSH on precision and processing time, as shown in Fig.
11. The percentage β starts from 10% to 100% and the precision reached the peak at β = 50% in
Skyrock and Twitter. From Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b), the number of neighbors does not have a
monotone-increasing effect on precision. With the fixed value of Nh and Nb , the range of extracted
neighbors is also fixed. The results as shown in Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b) indicate the range is still
large because extracting all neighbors does not lead to a high precision but only a percentage of all
neighbors. Based on this reason, either a very small number of neighbors or a very large number
of neighbors in this experiment cannot lead to a very good result. Intuitively, it is not reliable to
judge which label that the incoming image belongs to when the number of neighbors is too small.
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Fig. 11. Precision on two social networks. (a): Influence of different percentage of neighbors on Skyrock. (b):
Influence of different percentage of neighbors on Twitter.

Fig. 12. Results of follower/followee recommendation on: (a) Skyrock, (b) Twitter.

In a similar way, it is also not reliable to decide the label when the number of neighbors is too
large because a wide range can lead to the wrong classification. However, the different dataset will
have a different optimal β value for connection discovery in terms of the precision. Thus it is still
challenging to calculate an optimal β value for the whole process.
6.2 Comparing another framework
Although the focus of this paper is to demonstrate how a real-time response is possible using
machine generated labels for connection discovery, it is also interesting to compare other approaches using user shared images for follower/followee recommendation. The approach in [46] is
implemented, in which the user profile of users is not the distribution of the occurrence of machine
generated labels, but the mean vector of feature vectors obtained from images. Fig. 12 shows the
comparisons on two datasets with the number of recommendations to each user is 5 to 10. It is
observed that the proposed approach is 20% better than the approach in [46].
6.3

Possible Research Directions

There are directions to improve the framework in terms of the precision. The first one is the burn-in
period, where users share only a few images that the results is not reliable. One of the options is
to predict the connections based on conventional approaches, such as using user online profile.
The second one is the quality of the clustering results, a better clustering results, such a the best K,
can enhance connection discovery. In online connection discovery, new clusters may be needed
when an image comes. It is worth investigating whether forming new clusters in online can help to
further improve the precision. The last issue is about the number of online servers in the framework,
one in this experiments. In real-world applications, there can be many client servers to receive the
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images from users, and increasing the number of servers can help to speed up the processing. It
is interesting to investigate how the number of servers affects the processing, as well as how to
design an effective algorithm for the processing on multiple machines.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient computation framework is proposed for connection discovery to speed
up the BoFT analytics using user shared images. The framework is designed separately by online
and offline computations. The computationally intensive parts are handled in offline on the cloud
platform and the online computation utilizes the results from offline to make connection discovery
in an efficient fashion. The online connection discovery then uses voting to select the results
from offline. The performance of the connection discovery is evaluated in the application of
follower/followee recommendation with 300K+ user-shared images on two social networks. The
experiments showed the proposed framework has a much shorter processing time compared to the
previous works of BoFT frameworks on two real social network datasets. The proposed framework
reduces on average 90.0% as much time as stand-alone BoFT and 88.7% of the time on cloud-assisted
BoFT in terms of the processing time on all images, with 90% as accurate as other frameworks.
The experiments further proved the effectiveness of the proposed framework with more stable and
much shorter processing time per image, which makes it satisfy the requirement of real time in
real-world applications.
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